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THE STUDY OF THE STRUCTURAL AND DERIVATIONAL FEATURES OF THE TERMS OF FORESTRY IN THE COURSE „THE PROFESSIONAL TERMINOLOGY”
The purpose of the article is to analyze the ways of formation of the Ukrainian forestry terms, to propose  the variants of exercises and creative tasks for their study, to justify the appropriateness of such training of students of the forestry engineering specialties to form them terminological competence. The derivational organizing of the Ukrainian forestry terms is explored in the article; the most productive ways of formation are revealed and the derivational models of the forestry terms are analyzed. The forestry terms are found to be formed by suffixal, prefix-suffixal ways and  by formation the derivative through zero  suffix, and also way of composition. Such models as: „verbal  root-word + -нн(я), -ач-”, „verbal  root-word + -Ø-”, „adjectival root-word + -ість-” are most productive derivational models of the forestry terms. The expediency of learning the ways of formation of professional terms and formants used for terms derivation by students of the forestry engineering specialties is justified. The variants of exercises for the derivational analysis of terms, the explanation of the ways of their formation, and the recognition of derivative formants, and the tasks of finding out the semantics of the forestry terms by the derivational type are proposed. It is proved that such exercises are necessary for the formation of the specialized language and terminology knowledge of the forestry industry future workers. It is concluded that the study of ways of forestry terms derivation will help improve mastering special vocabulary while learning the Ukrainian language for professional purposes at higher school. Mastering the principles of professional terminology will allow solving the complex problems of specialists’ speech training, related to the formation of their terminological culture. The prospect of further research is to analyze the lexical-semantic processes of terminology in the field of forestry and woodworking technology in order to form specialized language and terminological knowledge of the future workers of the forestry industry. 
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